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We present an investigation of the dynamic structure factor and of the dielectric function "M�Q; !� of
the prototypical semiconductor silicon for finite momentum transfer, combining inelastic x-ray scattering
experiments and ab initio calculations. In contrast with optical spectra, for finite momentum transfer time-
dependent density-functional theory in the adiabatic local-density approximation together with lifetime
broadening describes the physics of valence excitations correctly. Major structures in the spectra,
governed by short-range crystal and exchange-correlation local-field effects, are strongly influenced by
a mixing of transitions of positive and negative energies, in striking difference to spectra for vanishing
momentum transfer. This mixing gives rise to a pronounced Fano asymmetry.
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Studies of electronic spectra such as optical absorption
or electron energy loss give insight concerning the elec-
tronic structure of materials and often enable the extraction
of related information, such as structural aspects. It can be
very helpful to combine theory and experiment, especially
when calculated spectra are precise enough to serve as a
reference. Historically, a realistic theoretical description of
optical absorption became possible only when the electron-
hole interaction could be taken into account through semi-
empirical [1] and, subsequently, ab initio [2,3] calculations
of the dielectric function, based on the solution of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation of many-body perturbation theory
[3]. By contrast, plasmon structures in the dynamic struc-
ture factor S�Q; !� / �Im1="M�Q; !� for vanishing mo-
mentum transfer Q! 0 are already reasonably well
reproduced by the much less cumbersome calculations
based on time-dependent density-functional theory
(TDDFT) [4] in adiabatic local-density approximation
(TDLDA) [5]. This has been explained [3] by the fact
that the long-range contribution missing in the exchange-
correlation (XC) kernel of the TDLDA is less important in
the loss function �Im1="M�Q; !� than in the absorption
spectrum.

Successful TDLDA calculations of S�Q; !� have been
reported also for finite momentum transfer Q [6–11].
However, to our knowledge, no systematic comparison
between theory and experiment existed up to now for
"M�Q; !� at finite Q. We have, therefore, performed an
inelastic x-ray scattering experiment on silicon at beam
line ID16 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility.
Previous measurements [12] and calculations [10,12] of
S�Q; !� of silicon had explained the main features.
However, discrepancies seemed to indicate the need for
more sophisticated many-body calculations. We show that
this is not the case: The agreement between experiment and

our TDLDA results turns out to be excellent even for the up
to now unexplored "M�Q; !� that we obtain from the
measured S�Q; !� by means of the Kramers-Kronig (KK)
relations. This demonstrates that TDLDA contains the
short-range many-body effects that are crucial for a correct
description of "M�Q; !� in silicon.

Calculations were carried out using TDDFT on several
levels of approximation. We obtain the linear-response
polarizability �, and hence "�1 � 1� v�, from a
Dyson-like screening equation [5]

 � � �0 � �0�v� fxc��; (1)

where �0 is the independent-particle polarizability, v the
bare Coulomb interaction, and fxc the functional derivative
of the Kohn-Sham XC potential vxc. All quantities are
functions of frequency ! and vector q in the Brillouin
zone, and they are matrices in the reciprocal lattice vec-
tors G. We introduce "M�q�G; !� � 1="�1�q; !�G;G.
Crystal local-field effects arise from the off-diagonal ele-
ments in the inversion. Without them, the matrix [13] is di-
agonal and "M�Q; !� � "�q; !�G;G with momentum trans-
fer Q � q�G. We use the following approximations:
(i) random-phase approximation (RPA), in which �0 is
constructed with the Kohn-Sham band structure
and wave functions, and fxc � 0; (ii) GW-RPA: same
approach but with the band structure corrected for self-
energy effects within the GW approximation [14];
(iii) TDLDA: �0 as in (i), but the static fxc�r; r0� �
��r� r0��dvLDA

xc ���r��=d��r��; (iv) long-range contribu-
tion approximation (LRC) [15–17]: �0 as in (ii), but
fxc�q;G � G0 � 0; !� � ���� �!2�=q2. This simu-
lates an fxc derived from many-body perturbation theory
[17] as an approximation. We use the parameters � and �
determined [16] for silicon at vanishing momentum
transfer.
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In addition, we introduce an energy-dependent lifetime
broadening, following Rahman and Vignale [18]. The re-
spective imaginary energies, taken from a fit of the modu-
lus of the imaginary part of the self-energy matrix elements
of Ref. [19], have been added in the energy denominator of
�0. We assume hence that (i) TDLDA does essentially not
describe lifetime broadening, and (ii) the main effect be-
yond TDLDA stems from the finite lifetimes of the elec-
trons and the holes, without lifetime corrections from the
electron-hole interaction.

The ground-state and GW calculations are done with the
plane-wave pseudopotential code ABINIT [20]. Employing
the DP code [21], �0 is constructed using Kohn-Sham wave
functions and energies calculated at a regular grid of
2048 off-symmetry [22] k points. Subsequently, Eq. (1)
is solved. Depending on the energy range, between 70 and
200 bands, 89 and 259 G vectors for the wave functions,
and between 51 and 89 for the matrix have been used. The
GW energy corrections have been calculated for 10 k
points and then interpolated. All curves have been convo-
luted with a Gaussian of 1.1 eV full width at half maximum
(FWHM).

Nonresonant inelastic x-ray scattering measurements of
S�Q; !� � ��@Q2�=�4�2e2n�Im1="M�Q; !�, n being the
electron density, were performed for Q between 0.27 and
2.4 a.u. along the [100] and [111] directions at room
temperature using monochromatic x rays of 7.909 keV. A
silicon wafer of 1 cm2 surface and 65 �m thickness ori-
ented with the normal along the [110] direction was em-
ployed in Laue geometry. Most of the spectra were taken
using an energy resolution of 1.1 eV FWHM and a
momentum-transfer resolution better than 0.15 a.u. No
additional spectral features were observed upon increase
of the energy resolution to 0.2 eV. The background was
subtracted by estimating it from the signal measured for
negative energy loss. The spectra were first normalized to
the incoming photon flux. The elastic line was subse-
quently subtracted by using an exponential fit to its high-
energy tail. This procedure yields reliable spectra above
�3 eV. Because of the presence of the L absorption edge
at 99.8 eV, the spectra were extrapolated from 98 eV up to
200 eV with an exponential tail. The sum ruleR
1
0 S�Q; !�!d! � Q2=2 (atomic units) was then applied

to obtain the dynamic structure factor S�Q; !� on an abso-
lute scale [7]. Only results for [111] are presented here,
without loss of generality.

The Kramers-Kronig analysis is carried out on the nor-
malized spectra after a suitable extrapolation to !! 0.
The KK analysis is extremely sensitive to the normaliza-
tion for the smaller momentum transfers. For that reason
we calculate, for both the experimental and the TDLDA
results, the normalization integral

R
!
0 d!

0!0S�Q; !0�
which for !! 1 yields the sum rule that should also be
satisfied in TDLDA [23]. Along with the extreme similar-
ity of the experimental and the TDLDA results, this allows
us to assume that at the high-energy tail the value of the

integrals should be the same. We take the largest and the
smallest ratio of the two within the considered range as
maximal correction factors to the normalization. This de-
fines the error bar for "M�Q; !�.

We show in Fig. 1 the measured dynamic structure factor
S�Q; !� along with our TDLDA and RPA calculations and
an older measurement [12,24]. Thanks to the better reso-
lution, structures such as the shoulder at about 16 eV in
Fig. 1(a) can now clearly be detected. TDLDA is consis-
tently better than RPA. The TDLDA result in Fig. 1(b)
obtained using an energy-independent broadening (of
0.1 eV) shows correctly the sharp feature at about 18 eV
but greatly overestimates the high-energy structures simi-
lar to those in Ehrnsperger and Bross [10]. Our approxi-
mate inclusion of the lifetimes leaves the sharply
structured low-energy side intact while reducing the devi-
ations, thus providing evidence that these structures are
physical but smoothed out by lifetime effects. The excel-
lent agreement of the TDLDA calculations with experi-
ment, including subtle features at low energy, is striking
but consistent with other encouraging results, in particular,
for excitations of s and p valence electrons [6–11].

Much less is known concerning the capability of
TDLDA to reproduce the experimental "M�Q; !�. In
Fig. 2, we compare the TDLDA result with the experimen-
tal "M�Q; !� obtained using the KK relations. As in the
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Dynamic structure factor S�Q; !�
measured at Q � 0:80 a:u: along [111]. Black solid line—
present experiment; blue dotted-dotted-dashed line—experi-
ment of Schülke et al. [12]. The latter has been slightly rescaled
in order to have the same peak height as the present experiment.
Red dashed line—TDLDA; green dotted-dashed line—RPA.
(b) Same as (a) for Q � 1:45 a:u: along [111]. The experiment
(blue circles) is from Sturm et al. [24]. In addition, a TDLDA
calculation without lifetime broadening is included as a thin
solid black line.
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case of the structure factor, the agreement is excellent. This
success is indeed due to exchange-correlation effects in
TDLDA and not just to the classical Hartree contribution;
the result of the RPA, and even more of the GW-RPA,
stands in much poorer agreement with experiment. Since
the difference betweenGW-RPA and experiment is mainly
due to the electron-hole interaction, we conclude that
TDLDA reproduces significant excitonic effects for finite
momentum transfer. These effects are only implicitly con-
tained in TDLDA: The full TDDFT kernel contains a
contribution that simulates the quasiparticle gap correction
and a second term responsible for the electron-hole inter-
action [25,26]. The two contributions cancel partially, and
TDLDA merely has to reproduce the remaining correction.
Our results demonstrate that the latter should have a sig-
nificant short-range contribution that is well described by a
local approximation. Figure 2 shows also the result using
the LRC kernel. It corrects the GW-RPA but by far not
enough; a weak long-range contribution alone is now not
sufficient to explain the spectra. LRC performs better for
the plasmon peak (not shown here) but still slightly less
well than TDLDA. These findings are systematic and apply
to Re"M�Q; !� as well; cf. Fig. 2(b).

Figure 3 shows the evolution of Im"M�Q; !� with in-
creasing Q. One can follow the shift of oscillator strength
towards higher energy, the formation of a peak at about
17 eV for intermediate Q, and of a broad continuum for
larger Q. TDLDA performs very well for all investigated

values of Q, unlike for Q! 0 where it fails to improve
upon the RPA [3,27]. For the highest momentum transfer,
we also show the experimental loss function. For increas-
ing Q, short-range effects dominate and the screening that
causes the difference between Im"M�Q; !� and
�Im1="M�Q; !� [3,28] becomes less and less relevant
until they become equal.

Contrary to what one would expect, the interpretation of
Im"M�Q; !� in terms of band structure is not straightfor-
ward. As shown in Fig. 4 (inset), an RPA calculation
neglecting crystal local-field effects does not display the
peak between 15 and 20 eV. The full RPA calculation, by
contrast, strongly shifts oscillator strength to higher ener-
gies and in this way creates this feature (which is then
simply improved by going to TDLDA). This demonstrates
that crystal local-field effects become very important on
the high-energy side of the spectrum, much beyond their
impact in the optical spectra and similarly to findings for
�Im1="M�Q; !� as, for instance, in Ref. [8]. Because of
the matrix inversion that yields "M�Q; !�, the local-field
effects mix transitions of different energy. For optical
spectra, this mixing involves a moderate energy range. At
vanishing momentum transfer, one can therefore usually
neglect transitions of negative energy (antiresonant contri-
bution) in the calculation of Im"�!� (see inset in Fig. 3).
This fact is exploited especially for the cumbersome
Bethe-Salpeter calculations [29]. An increasing though
moderate importance of the coupling of resonant and anti-
resonant contributions with increasing Q has been found
for the static structure factor of jellium by Tsolakidis,
Shirley, and Martin [30]. Our results show drastic conse-
quences of the antiresonant contributions for frequency-
dependent spectra of real materials: Local-field effects
create a sharp peak at about 27 eV (inset in Fig. 4) when
only resonant contributions are considered. Inclusion of the

 

FIG. 3 (color online). Im"M�Q; !� for Q � 0:80, 1.32, and
1.59 a.u. as indicated, all along [111]. Shown is the TDLDA
(solid line) and the result of the Kramers-Kronig transformation
of the experimental S�Q; !� [dashed line, shaded as in Fig. 2(a)].
For the largest Q, the TDLDA (blue solid line) and the measured
(blue dashed line) loss function �Im1="M�Q; !� has been
shown as well. Inset: Situation for Q � 0: TDLDA (black solid
line) and TDLDA without antiresonant contributions (red dashed
line) are almost indistinguishable but far from experiment (green
dotted-dashed line) [31].
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FIG. 2 (color online). Dielectric function "M�Q; !� for Q �
0:80 a:u: along [111]. (a) Im"M�Q; !�. Shown are the result of
the Kramers-Kronig transformation of the experimental
"M�Q; !� with the error bar from the normalization procedure
(shaded area), TDLDA (red solid line), RPA (green dotted line),
GW-RPA (blue dashed line), and LRC (orange dotted-dashed
line). (b) Same as (a) for Re"M�Q; !�.
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antiresonant part makes it appear at about 19 eV. Moreover,
it induces a pronounced Fano asymmetry: The sharp peak
couples to the screening background of transitions of nega-
tive energy. A Fano profile has also been observed in the
plasmon spectrum, in earlier measurements [12,24] and
here; cf. Fig. 1(b). A model calculation suggested [12,24]
that it originated from local-field effects, which is con-
firmed and further elucidated here. Comparison of the full
TDLDA calculation to experiment demonstrates that such
a parameter-free ab initio calculation perfectly captures the
phenomenon.

In conclusion, our combined experimental and theo-
retical investigation provides new insight into the elec-
tronic spectra of bulk silicon. In particular, we studied
"M�Q � 0; !�. For finite momentum transfer, TDLDA
complemented by lifetime effects performs much better
than previously thought and is the method of choice for this
kind of system. It reproduces continuum exciton effects,
being a reliable tool for calculations of both the dynamical
structure factor and, more surprisingly, the dielectric func-
tion at finite Q.

For larger momentum transfers, short-range effects
dominate the spectra; in particular, crystal local-field ef-
fects become crucial for the description of the high-energy
side of the spectra, and the coupling between resonant and
antiresonant contributions is of paramount importance for
the correct description of the major structures: It deter-
mines the position of the main peak and gives rise to a
strong Fano asymmetry. These spectra can therefore not be
interpreted simply on the basis of the band structure only,
and it is crucial to combine theory with experiment in order
to understand the origin of the measured structures.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Effect of antiresonant contribution on
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